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Approaches to Safeguarding the 
Human Rights of the Stakeholders 

Assoc. Prof. Frank H. Pedersen, LL.M.,Ph.D. 

Creating Incentives for the Intended 
Parents in Surrogacy Arrangements to 
do the Right Thing 



Topic: Regulatory tools for regulating surrogacy arrangements 
- by the state of the intended parents

• Three legal instruments

• The legal relationship between the child and the intended parents
• As sanction, not allowing legal parenthood between the intended parents and the child born 

through the surrogacy arrangement

• Criminal sanctions

• Advice and subsidies
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Novelty: Introducing a surrogacy subsidy to the intended 
parents – with eligibility requirements that the surrogacy 
arrangement live up to specific requirements which safeguard 
the rights of the gestational carrier and the child.

• Surrogacy arrangements should be regulated with focus on safeguarding 
the needs for protection of all the involved
• The child
• The gestational carrier
• The intended parents

• If a surrogacy arrangement does not live up to the specified requirements, 
sanctioning through the not allowing legal parenthood between the 
intended parents and the child born through the surrogacy arrangement is 
generally a bad approach, as conflicting with the rights of the child
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Structure of the presentation

• A little bit of information about gestational surrogacy

• Sanctioning through denying to grant legal parenthood through 
stepparent adoption
• The Danish case

• A  benign approach, advise and subsidy
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Gestational surrogacy

• A woman who carries and gives 
birth to a baby for a person who 
is not able to have children. Eggs 
from the intended mother or an 
egg donor are fertilized in the 
laboratory with sperm from the 
intended father or a sperm donor 
to make an embryo. The embryo is 
implanted in the uterus of the 
gestational surrogate, who carries 
the baby until birth.
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Gestational surrogacy works best when regulated –
safeguarding the body autonomy of the surrogate 

• Report of the Experts’ Group on 
the Parentage / Surrogacy 

• University of Cambridge, Centre 
for Family Research
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App. 100-200 children come to Denmark each year after being 
born by a gestional surrogate abroad
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The European Convention of Human Rights

• The children's’ right to respect for 
their private life
• Identity

• … except such as is in accordance 
with the law and is necessary in a 
democratic society 
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Sanctioning through denying to grant legal parenthood 
through stepparent adoption
• Twins were born by a Ukrainian 

surrogate. Danish father 
recognized as their father. His wife 
wanted to become legal parent as 
well, but stepparent adoption 
denied, as they had compensated 
the surrogate. 

• A majority in the Danish Supreme 
found denied justified, as the 
children’s de-facto mother was 
recognized as having part in 
parental responsibility.  
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6 December 2022

(not final)



The Court found (by four votes to three)
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76) …recalling the essential principle according to which, 
whenever the situation of a child is in issue, the best 
interests of that child are paramount and that two factors 
carry particular weight; the primary interests of the child, 
and the consequently reduced margin of appreciation of 
the State…the Court is not satisfied that the
authorities of the respondent State, …, struck a fair 
balance …



New approach: From rules to prevent to rules which support 
to do it in the best way
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A surrogacy subsidy when the surrogacy arrangement is in 
compliance with guidelines for safeguarding a high levels of 
protection

• In Denmark a subsidy is granted to 
the adoptive parents in 
international adoption cases to 
partly cover costs
• Of app. 8.000 US dollars

• Suggesting a similar subsidy in 
international surrogacy cases

• A benign way to regulate 

• Compliance with e.g. the 
guidelines in the Verona-principles
• Medical, psychological, social and 

criteria
• Full respect for body autonomy
• A fair compensation 
• Transfer of one embryo - singleton 

pregnancy?  
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Guidelines 
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One embryo - singleton pregnancy



Take away points:

• The residential states of the intended parents should take responsibility 
toward ensuring a high level of protection for all involved in surrogacy 
arrangement

• Denying legal recognition of the de-facto parental relationship between 
the child and the intended parent(s) place the child in a more vulnerable 
situation. Children should not be used as objects for punishing their 
parents. 

• There is instead a need for benign legal instruments. A surrogacy subsidy 
can create incentives for intended parents to only engage in surrogacy 
arrangements with a high level of protection.  
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